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Abstract. The mechanism for declaring datatypes to model data structures in
functional programming languages such as Standard ML and Haskell can offer
both convenience in programming and clarity in code. With the introduction of
dependent datatypes in DML, the programmer can model data structures with
more accuracy, thus capturing more program invariants. In this paper, we study
some practical aspects of dependent datatypes that affect both type-checking
and compiling pattern matching. The results, which have already been tested,
demonstrate that dependent datatype can not only offer various programming
benefits but also lead to performance gains, yielding a concrete case where safer
programs run faster.

1 Introduction
In functional programming languages such as Standard ML (SML) (Milner, Tofte, Harper,
and MacQueen 1997) and Haskell (Peyton Jones et al. 1999), the programmer can declare
datatypes to model the data structures needed in programming and then use pattern matching to decompose the values of the declared datatypes. This is a mechanism that can offer
both convenience in programming and clarity in code. For instance, we can declare the
following datatype in SML to represent random-access (RA) lists and then implement a
function that takes
time to access the th element in a given RA list (Xi 1999b).

 

datatype ’a ralist =
Nil | One of ’a
| Even of ’a ralist * ’a ralist
| Odd of ’a ralist * ’a ralist
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for the singleton list consisting
Note that we intend to use Nil for the empty list, One
of , Even
for the list
(
) where and represent lists
and
, respectively, and Odd
for
(
) where and represent lists
and
, respectively. However,
this datatype declaration is unsatisfactory. For instance, it cannot enforce the invariant
that the two arguments of Even need to represent two nonempty lists containing the same
number of elements.

We have extended ML to Dependent ML (DML) with a restricted form of dependent
types (Xi and Pfenning 1999; Xi 1998), introducing a notion of dependent datatypes that
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fun(’a)
uncons (One x) = (x,Nil)
| uncons (Even (l1,l2)) =
(case uncons l1 of (x,Nil) => (x,l2) | (x,l1) => (x,Odd (l2,l1)))
| uncons (Odd (l1,l2)) =
let val (x,l1) = uncons l1 in (x,Even (l2,l1)) end
withtype {n:pos} ’a ralist(n) -> ’a * ’a ralist(n-1)
Figure 1: The function uncons in DML

allows the programmer to model data structures with more accuracy. In DML, we can
declare a dependent datatype as follows.
datatype ’a ralist (nat) =
Nil (0) | One (1) of ’a
| {n:pos} Even (n+n) of ’a ralist(n) * ’a ralist(n)
| {n:pos} Odd (n+n+1) of ’a ralist(n+1) * ’a ralist(n)
In this declaration, the datatype ’a ralist is indexed with a natural number, which
stands for the length of a RA list in this case. For instance, the above syntax indicates that
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One is assigned the type scheme
ralist , which means that One
forms a RA list of length 1 when given an element, and
Even is assigned the following type scheme:
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Now we can implement in DML a function uncons that takes a nonempty RA list and
returns a pair consisting of the head and the tail of the RA list. We present the implementation in Figure 1. Unfortunately, the implementation does not type-check in DML for a
simple reason. Notice that we need to prove the list is a nonempty RA list in order to
type-check the following clause in the implementation.
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In DML, pattern matching is performed sequentially at run-time. Therefore, we know
that cannot be Nil when the above clause is chosen at run-time. On the other hand,
type-checking in DML, like in ML, assumes nondeterministic pattern matching, ignoring
the fact that the above clause is chosen only if the result of uncons
does not match
the pattern
Nil . This example clearly illustrates a gap between static and dynamic
semantics of pattern matching in DML.
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Obviously, if all patterns in a sequence of pattern matching clauses are mutually disjoint, nondeterministic pattern matching is equivalent to sequential pattern matching. A
straightforward approach, which was adopted in DML, is to require that the programmer replace the above clause with three clauses as follows, where ranges over the three
patters One , Even
and Odd .
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While this is a simple approach, it can cause a great deal of inconvenience in programming
as well as performance loss at run-time. For instance, in an implementation of red/black
trees, one pattern needs to be expanded into 36 disjoint patterns in order to make the
implementation type-check and the expansion causes the Caml-light compiler to produce
significantly inferior code.
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In this paper, we present an approach that bridges the gap between static and dynamic
semantics of pattern matching in DML. Given patterns
and , we intend to find
patterns
such that a value matches but none of for
if and only
if it matches
for some
. Note that
do not have to be mutually
disjoint. We emphasize that resolving sequentiality in pattern matching is only needed
for type-checking in DML; it is not needed for compiling programs in DML. Similar
problems have already been extensively studied in the context of lazy pattern matching
compilation (Augustsson 1985; Puel and Suárez 1993; Laville 1990; Maranget 1994). In
this paper, we essentially follow Laville’s approach to resolving sequentiality in pattern
matching.1 However, there remains a significant issue in our case that has never been
studied before. We need an approach that can produce the least so as to minimize the
number of constraints generated during type-checking. We prove that we have found such
an approach, which is the main technical contribution of the paper.
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There is yet another issue. When type-checking the implementation in Figure 1 (after
the above expansion), the DML type-checker generates a warning message stating that
the pattern matching is nonexhaustive as it assumes that uncons may be applied to Nil.
We can eliminate this bogus warning message by verifying that Nil can never have a type
ralist
for any positive integer . This immediately implies that there is no need to
insert a tag check for checking whether the argument of uncons is Nil at run-time when
we compile the implementation in Figure 1. We will explain how such tag checks can be
eliminated in Section 4. Note that this is an issue similar to array bound check elimination.
Along this line, we can find cases such as an interpreter for a simply typed functional
programming language where no run-time tag checks are needed for decomposing the
values of certain datatypes.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some basics
on types and pattern matching in DML. We then state in Section 3 a problem on pattern
matching in DML and present a solution to this problem. We also prove that the solution
is optimal according to a reasonable criterion. In Section 4, we study pattern matching
compilation in the presence of dependent types and present an example. We also present
some experimental results in Section 5 and provide some brief explanation. Lastly, we
mention some related work and conclude.

2 Preliminaries
We present in this section some features in DML that are necessary for our study. Please
find more details in (Xi and Pfenning 1999; Xi 1998).
1

Laville’s approach is simple but can be expensive. In theory, the approach leads to an algorithm that is
exponential on the size of input patterns. Also, the approach cannot handle integer patterns because of the
existence of infinitely many integer constants, but this is not a problem in our setting, which we will explain
shortly.

index expressions
index propositions
index sorts
index variable contexts
satisfaction relation
index constraints
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Figure 2: The syntax for type index expressions

2.1 Types in DML
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Intuitively speaking, dependent types are types which depend on the values of language
for each integer to mean that
expressions. For instance, we may form a type
every integer expression of this type must have value , that is,
is a singleton type.
Note that is the expression on which this type depends. We use the name type index
expression for such an expression. There are various compelling reasons, such as practical
type-checking, for imposing restrictions on expressions that can be chosen as type index
expressions. A novelty in DML is to require that type index expressions be drawn only
from a given constraint domain. For instance, the syntax for type index expressions in
some integer domain is given in Figure 2, where we use for type index variables and
for fixed integers. Note that the language for type index expressions is typed. We
use the name sort for a type in this language so as to avoid potential confusion. We
use for the empty index variable context and omit the standard sorting rules for this
to denote the subset sort for those elements of sort that
language. We write
satisfy the proposition . For example, we use nat as an abbreviation for the subset sort
. We write
to mean that the constraint is satisfied under the
index context , that is, the formula
is satisfiable in the domain of integers, where
is defined below.
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For instance, the satisfiability relation 
> W  ´¥ '° 6 ²¦> W   J
the
true in the integer domain: 6
: X following
²µ° ²¶%·formula
' Noteisthat
the decidability of the satisfaction relation depends on the

constraint domain. For the integer constraint domain we use here, the satisfaction relation
is decidable as we do not accept nonlinear integer constraints.
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The types and type schemes in DML are formed as follows. We use for type variables and for type constructors. Also, we use and for (possibly empty) sequences of
types and type indexes.
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Figure 3: Type conversion rules

list of length  . Also we use the existential dependent type
¾  when
,>  given
- int listan  integer
for integer lists of unknown length.
The typing rules for this language should be familiar from a dependently typed Æ calculus (such as the one `3underlying
Coq or NuPrl). The critical notion of type conversion

.
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uses the judgment §ÂÀ
Á , which is a congruent extension of equality on index
expressions to arbitrary types. The type conversion rules are listed in Figure 3. Notice that
constraints
these rules are applied. For instance,
may
JÇ: beX  generated
YÈJN iswhen
  the
JN constraint
JÇ: Á
§  X   JN
L
§
À
generated
in
order
to
derive
int
list
Y_J? .
int list
2.2 Pattern Matching in DML
We briefly present some formalism and a concrete example in this section to explain how
a pattern matching clause is type-checked in DML.

É

We omit the definition for expressions in DML, which are essentially expressions
in a -calculus enriched with pattern matching. A pattern in DML is defined as follows,
where we use for variables, for wildcard and for constructors.2
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patterns
F@/ @$!0 for  Ê@/ @$!0Ë and  for  ÊË . Note that a variable is
We may write 
@
allowed to occur at most@ once in a pattern. If contains
no @0variables
(but may contain
a
@


wildcards), then we
a constant pattern.@w We use
as
for a composite pattern,
@, call more
where we require to@wbe
specific
than
as
is
defined
in
Definition
3.1, and a value
Ì matches the pattern  as @$ if Ì matches both @ and @$ .
> ` , which states that the expression
In DML, a typing judgment
is of the form §/ÍÎMÀ¦É
`
variable
É can be assigned the type under the index variable context § and the expression
K
@
P
context Î . The rule (type-match) for typing a pattern matching clause
É is given as
follows:
@ÏÐ`$ÑÒ § T ÍÎ T §  § T ÍÎ  Î T ÀMÉ >,`.
§/ÍÎMÀ @ÄP É >,`$ÓPÔ` 
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We assume that each constructor is unary, that is, it takes exactly one argument. For a constructor
taking no argument, we can treat it as a constructor taking the unit as its argument.

µÏo`ÄÑ2 <Í M>,`a (pat-var) 5 ÏÃ`ÑÒ <Íl (pat-wild) Ê-ËQÏx¼®Ñ2 <Íl (pat-unit)
@"ÓÏÐ`$ÑÒ §  ÍÎ  @$ÏÐ` =ÑÒ §  ÍÎ 
Ê@w@$lËQÏÐ`$HGQ`.yÑ2 §  §  ÍÎ  Î l (pat-prod)
@/QÏo`ÄÑ2 §  Î  @$»ÏÐ`ÑÒ § l Î 
@/ as @$ÏÐ`ÄÑ2 §  §  ÍÎ  Î  (pat-as)
×~  X ;  ¹ > +¹ -F` 8  7 ¹ ¸  ¹ º  @ÄÏo`QØ 7 ¹ > X&`a¹ Ù0ÑÂ §wÍ Î
(pat-cons)
 @QÏ `a¹ ¸  ]#¹ ÑÂ  ¹ > ¹  ¹º X´ Ú¹  §/ÍÎ
Figure 4: Typing rules for patterns
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A judgment of the form
, which reads checking against yields
, means
that if is required to have type then we need to form index and expression variable
contexts and so that
is derivable. The rules for deriving such a judgment
are listed in Figure 4, where
denotes the type assigned to the constructor in the
and a type
list ,
signature . For instance, given a pattern
we can derive
for the following and :
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A pattern` matching clause
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×

3 Resolving Sequentiality
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>$` , which states that expression É is given
A typing
judgment in àµáaâ is of the form ÎMÀMÉ
`
type under context Î in which all free expression variables in É are declared, and values
are defined as follows.
><> X    Ì Ã"Ê-Ë»qÊ Ì  Ì DË» lam M>,` É
values Ì

In this section, we bridge the gap between dynamic and static semantics of pattern matching in DML. Given patterns
and of type , what we need is essentially to form
an index variable context to record the constraints that must be satisfied if a value is to
match but none of
. For integer constants
and an integer pattern
variable , we can simply form the index variable context
if we know an integer of type int matches but none of
. However, there
seems no such a strategy for general patterns. Instead, we are to find patterns
such that a value matches for some
if and only if it matches but none of
. This task itself requires no use of dependent types. For simplicity, we assume
that we are working in a simply type language
(Xi 1998), which is essentially miniML (Clément, Despeyroux, Despeyroux, and Kahn 1986) extended with general pattern
is written as follows.
matching. In particular, a case-expression in
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(case-nd)
(case-seq)

Figure 5: The nondeterministic and sequential evaluation rules for caseexpressions
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if êit contains no free expression variables. Given a@ value Ì and a pattern
@A, value
o
Ï
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write Ì
to mean that matching value Ì against pattern yields a substitution
ê . we
The rules for deriving such a judgment are given as follows.
Ì Ï 5 ÑÒØÅÙ
Ì ÏoKÑÂØ µî8 Ì Ù
Ì QÏÐ@/Ñ¬êD Ì ÏÐ@$jÑªê
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 Ì QÏ  F@Ñªê
Ì ÏÐ@/ as @0=Ñ´êlHïMê
ØÅÙ
êqØ ?î8 Ì Ù for the substitution that extends ê with
We use for the empty substitution êand
$ïIê for the union of two substitutions with distinct
Also
we use
a mapping from to Ì . Ï¶
@
@ , i.e., Ì ÏM@ðÑñê holds for some ê , and Ì Þ Ïy@
if Ì @
matches
domains. We write Ì
 @$
otherwise.
We sayÏÐtwo
patterns and are disjoint if there exists no value Ì such that
o
Ï
w
@

$
@

and Ì
hold.
both Ì
@w and @$ , @/n[Â@, holds if we can derive @wÏ@$ by
Definition
3.1 Given two patterns
w
@

w
@
Ð

ìò@$ if @/Ã[«@$ but not @0[«@/ . Intuitively, @wÃìß@$
treating @w
as a value. We write @#
means that is more specific than .
We write Éné 8 Ì to mean that expression É evaluates to Ì , which can be defined in the
style of natural semantics (Kahn 1987). We present both nondeterministic and sequential
rules for evaluating a case-expression in Figure 5. Note that DML uses the rule (case-seq)
for evaluating a case-expression.
Given the following case-expression,

ã$äqåæ =É ç"è @"QP É » l .@3U P É Uj l @3!~P É !
@ TUó   @ TUó !ô for each @$U such that a value
we are interested
in
finding
constant
patterns
@ TUó Z for some :õ[9]L[³aU if and only if it matches @VU but none of @w @$Uöq .
matches
Note that a constant pattern is one that@VUH
does
contain pattern variables (but may contain
P É not
U with
wildcards). This allows us to replace
a sequence of pattern matching clauses
@0Uó  as @0U P É U= l @3Uó !ô as @0UHP É U-
@#Uó Z and
while
preserving
the
dynamic
semantics
of
the
case-expression.
Notice
that
Z
@$U÷øó ÷ must be disjoint patterns for W¬Xù
Þ W T . Therefore, this replacement closes the gap
3

3

We present no proof for this fact, which, though straightforward, requires a formal definition of operational equivalence.

in DML between the dynamic semantics, where pattern matching is done sequentially,
and the static semantics, where pattern matching is done nondeterministically. Clearly,
for the sake of efficient type-checking, it is desirable to keep as small as possible for
as this minimizes the number of constraints generated for type-checking the
clauses
.
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3.1 The Approach
We present a simple example before formally describing the proposed approach to resolving sequentiality in pattern matching. Suppose
and
. Also suppose
and
are the only constructors associated with the datatype
. The problem
is to find patterns
such that a value matches but not
if and only if
matches for some
. In this case, the minimum value of is and
are
cons
,
cons
. Note that and are not (required to be) disjoint.
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Clearly, if
` -pattern @ there exists a closed
For the rest of@ this` section, we assume
that
for
every
`
value Ì matching if is closed, that is, contains no free type variables. This allows us
to rule out some pathological cases. 4
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We regard a solution to be optimal if it finds the minimal . Without loss of generality, we

Definition 3.3 Given patterns
, where
, we define
as a
disjunctive pattern such that a value matches this pattern if and only if matches
for some
. We use
for the set of closed values of type that match , and
.

can assume that all the patterns contain no variables (but they may contain wildcards) in
the rest of the section. Note that this assumption makes it no longer necessary to consider
composite patterns.
Definition 3.4 Given two patterns
derived with the following rules.
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In ML, it is possible to declare a datatype that contains no values and such a datatype seems useless in
practice.
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Figure 6: The complement of patterns
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The intuition is that a value matches both and if and only if matches
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@0 , we have the following.
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2. If

Proposition 3.5 Given patterns
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Proposition 3.7 We have the following.
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Proof (1) is straightforward. (2) follows the fact that there cannot exist an infinite chain
. (3) follows from a structural induction on .
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Definition 3.8 For every constructor in
, we use
for the type constructor
such that is assigned a type of the form
. We
define
the complement of

pattern in Figure 6, which is a set of patterns. We define
as

Integer patterns are handled differently as is explained at the beginning of the section.
Proposition 3.9 We have the following.
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1. Let
be -patterns for a type . Then every pattern in
is also a -pattern.

2. 
Given a type , every value in
matches some pattern in
.

3. Given avalue of type , if matches some pattern in
then
is in
.
Proof This is straightforward.
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Lemma 3.10 (Main Lemma) Let
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-pattern
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holds.
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Proof By Proposition 3.5 (2), it is enough to prove this for
by a structural induction on .
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Note that the presented approach does not apply to integer patterns since there are infinitely many integer constants. However, there is also no need for applying the approach
to integer patterns since we can use the simple strategy at the beginning of this section to
deal with integer patterns.

fun
|
|
|
|

restore
restore
restore
restore
restore

(R(R t, y, c), z, d) = R(B t, y, B(c, z, d))
(R(a, x, R(b, y, c)), z, d) = R(B(a, x, b), y, B(c, z, d))
(a, x, R(R(b, y, c), z, d)) = R(B(a, x, b), y, B(c, z, d))
(a, x, R(b, y, R t)) = R(B(a, x, b), y, B t)
t == B t (* == : indication for resolving sequentiality *)
Figure 7: An example in DML

3.2 Some Applications
The code in Figure 7 is extracted from a red-black tree implementation in DML. The
function restore essentially restores through tree rotations some invariants of a red-black
tree that are destroyed after an element is inserted.
We find it useful to allow the programmer to decide whether sequentiality in pattern
matching needs to be resolved. If the programmer knows pattern matching in some implementation can be done nondeterministically (and may want to test it), then there is
simply no need for resolving sequentiality. For instance, it is clearly such a case where
no dependent datatype are involved in pattern matching. This is also in line with the
design methodology behind DML: the programmer should not pay for what is not used.
Nonetheless, we emphasize that the programmer can always choose to resolve sequentiality when it is unclear whether this is needed. In Figure 7, the programmer uses the syntax
to indicate that only the last clause needs to be expanded into a sequence of clauses for
resolving sequentiality in pattern matching while there is no need to do so for the first
four clauses. In this case, the last clause expands into $% clauses of the form

F@w @, X & F 
"@  @$ range over the following % patterns: ' , &  , (  '   ' , (  '   &   ,
where
( &   and
 ' , and (  &    &   . If the programmer is required to resolve sequenrestore

F

as

tiality in pattern matching manually, it is not only error-prone but can also make a program
less readable and probably cause a compiler to produce inferior code.

The approach to resolving sequentiality in pattern matching is also useful for detecting
the exhaustiveness of a sequence of patterns with respect to a given type. For instance,
the following code implements a function that zips together two lists of the same length.
fun(’a, ’b)
zip (nil, nil) = nil
| zip (cons(x, xs), cons(y, ys)) = (x, y) :: zip (xs, ys)
withtype
{n:nat} ’a list(n) * ’b list(n) -> (’a * ’b) list(n)



 
 

 
 

 
 

With the presented approach, we can find the patterns cons
nil and nil cons
such that any pair of lists matches one of them if and only if the pair matches neither
nil nil nor cons xs , cons ys . However, neither cons
nil nor nil cons
can have a type of the form
list
list
for any natural number . Therefore,
we can simply conclude that the pattern matching clauses in the definition of zip are
exhaustive. Please see (Xi 1999a) for more details. As it is frequent to encounter pattern
matching failure in practice, it is often a standard feature in many compilers to perform
pattern matching exhaustiveness detection. Therefore, we expect that this feature in the
presence of dependent datatypes can be of greater value for catching program errors at
compile-time since data structures can now be modeled with more accuracy.
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4 Tag Check Elimination
Pattern matching compilation is essentially a process to transform pattern matching into
a sequence of elementary if-then-else checks on tags.
4.1 The Approach
We present some basics on tag check elimination in the presence of dependent types. An
expression in
is internally represented as a syntax tree and a position in a syntax tree
is of the form )
, where ) stands for the root position and each indicates that
we take the th branch of the current node (branch numbering starts from ). Given an
expression , the subexpression of at position
is the expression represented by the
subtree of the syntax tree of at position
.

É

W

àM á/â   !
W
Z W

É

É

WZ '

@AB

@"ACB

Ì

For instance, we can generate the tag test tree in Figure 8 (with both node 5 and node
6 uncrossed at first) for compiling the function zip. Given a value , we can use the tree
to perform pattern matching as follows. At the root, we assume that the value matches the
pattern
, that is, the value is a pair. We then check the tag of the subexpression of at
position ) , that is, the left component of the pair, reaching either node or $ depending
on whether the tag stands for
or
. The rest of the nodes can be explained similarly.
In general, every node in a test tree contains a pattern which the value must match when
tag checking reaches that node, and every inner node also contains a position that indicates
the subexpression on which the subsequent tag check should be performed.

5  5
<'

2

Ì

ü

W   A|B

*,+c-+/.
0  1

pat =
pos =

*43$b65<c-2 +7.
0|

8

pat =
pos =

C

pat =

*@3$b:5<cA3$b65B.

*k:9;3 <#*=+2 c>+/.c>+/.
? pat = pos
= 0
F

pat =

*@3$b:5<ck:9D3<#*=+c>+/.E. pat
J = *k:9;3 <#*=+|c-+/.ck:9;3 <#*,+c-+/.=.
I = *kG9;3 <H*=+c>+/.cA3$b:5B. pat

Figure 8: A test tree for pattern matching compilation
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We now use dependent types to prune the test tree in Figure 8. Note that the test tree
list
list
, where is an index variable
is generated for values of type
of sort
. Therefore, a leaf node is reachable only if the pattern attached to it can be
assigned the type . For
, we can derive
with the rules
in Figure 4, where is
. Clearly, is a contradictory context
since no number can be both and
for some natural number . This implies that
no pair of lists of equal length can match as is proven in (Xi 1999a). We thus cross
out leaf node K since it is unreachable. Similarly, we can cross out leaf node % . Since
there is only one node coming out of the node , there is no tag check necessary for that
node. Thus, we replace node with node L . Similarly, we replace node $ with node M .
The final test tree is given in Figure 9, which means that we need only one tag check on
the left component of a pair of lists to determine whether the pair matches
or
.
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0  1

pat =
pos =

C pat = *43$b65<c,3,b:5B.

J pat = *k:9;3 <#*,+c-+7.ck:9;3 <#*,+c-+7.E.
Figure 9: The final test tree

fun evaluate e = eval(e, [])
and eval (Zero(e), env) = let
val ValInt i = eval (e, env)
in ValBool (i = 0) end
... ...
Figure 10: Code fragment for an interpreter
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The general strategy for tag check elimination can be described as follows. Let
be a case-expression
in a well-typed program
in DML. In the typing derivation that establishes the well-typedness of , we can find
typing derivations of
and
(
) for some
index variable context , expression variable context and types and . Given patterns
, we construct a test tree for patterns
as is described above.5 For each
leaf node, we check the attached pattern against , deriving a judgment of the form
. If the context
is contradictory, we cross out the leaf node. We
then cross out an inner node if all branches coming out of it are crossed out. Finally, if
there is only one branch coming out of an inner node, we replace the inner node with the
branch. The resulting test tree is then to be used for compiling the case-expression.

@".@$!
@ýL` â Ñ  §#â  Î"â

4.2 An Example
In the implementation of an interpreter for a programming language, it is often necessary
to use tags to distinguish values, namely, evaluation results, of different types.
Let us declare two datatypes exp and value representing expressions (in the object
language) that are to be evaluated and results that are to be returned from evaluation,
respectively. For instance, we use Zero for the zero test on expression and ValInt
for an integer result.

É

W

É

datatype exp = ... | Zero of exp | ...
datatype value =
... | ValBool of bool | ValInt of int | ...
In Figure 10, the code fragment illustrates that the evaluation function evaluate calls function eval, which takes an expression and an environment (represented as a list of values)
binding the free variables in the expression to values, and returns a value. The code also
shows the evaluation of an expression of the form Zero , that is, the zero test on ; when
eval env returns, we need to check the tag of the returned value to determine whether it

É 

5

É

É

There are various methods for doing this such as the ones in (MacQueen and Baudinet 1985; Leroy
1990) or Wadler’s Chapter in (Peyton Jones 1987)

last
nth
zip
sml/nj
4.00/3.36 (16%)
2.03/1.34 (34%) 0.70/0.49 (30%)
ocaml
12.11/11.45 (5%) 18.0/14.9 (21%)
2.11/2.05 (3%)
ocamlopt 2.35/2.34(
%) 1.15/1.14 (
%) 1.40/1.40 (0%)

ìÇ:

ì³:

evaluate
3.02/2.91 (4%)
9.84/9.63 (2%)
1.35/1.20 (11%)

Figure 11: Some experiment results on tag check elimination
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represents ValInt; if it is, we extract out the integer result and return either ValBool true
or ValBool false depending on whether is . There are usually a vast number of such
tag checks during evaluation.
suppose that the interpreter is written for some typed programming language
N äO Now
and
only be applied to an expression that represents a well-typed N program in
N äO . Thiscanmeans
that É should always stand for an integer expression in äO when

É

É 

W

Zero is formed and eval env should return a value representing an integer, namely,
a value that matches the pattern ValInt . Thus, we should be able to eliminate the tag
check when compiling the following line in the definition of eval.
val ValInt i = eval (e, env)

. 

. 

We can indeed use the type system of DML to capture the above reasoning. The basic
such that each expression of type exp
idea is to refine the datatype
exp into exp
N
stands for a term in N O that is of type under context , where a context is represented
as a list of types in O . Similarly, we refine value into value . We can then assign
evaluate the following type,

ä



ä
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{t:typ} exp(t, Empty) -> value(t)

N ä

which states that evaluate returns a result representing a value
of type in O when
N
given an expression representing a closed term of type in O (note that Empty stands
for an empty context). We remark
N that typ is a sort (not a type) in DML for type index
expression representing types in O .
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5 Experimentation
The approach to resolving sequentiality in pattern matching in Section 3 has already been
implemented in DML and it is frequently used in practice.
The method in Section 4 for eliminating tag checks during pattern compilation has
yet to be implemented. Currently, the dependent types in a DML program are erased
after type-checking and this erasure makes the DML program a well-typed ML program,
which can then be compiled using an existing ML compiler. Unfortunately, dependent
types are needed to be present for tag check elimination. Thus, it is currently difficult to
adopt the method into an existing ML compiler, though the implementation of the method
itself seems straightforward.
There are nonetheless some unsafe features in SML/NJ (Unsafe.cast) and Objective
Caml (Obj.magic) allowing us to experiment with tag check elimination and measure the
potential performance gains.
All of our experiments are performed on a machine with a Pentium 550 MHz CPU
running Linux Redhat (version 5.2). The three sets of data in Figure 11 are collected using
the SML/NJ compiler (version 110.0.3), the OCAML bytecode compiler (version 2.02)

and the OCAML native code compiler (version 2.02). We give some brief description on
the tested programs.

.: ', ',' '
:'$.',','
:.'$.',','
'
:',', ',' '

:'$ ' ','

last We locate the last element of an integer list of length
repeatedly for
times.
QPRPPRP
nth We find the th element in an integer list of length
for
.
repeatedly for
times.
zip We zip together two integer lists of length
evaluate We use an interpreter for Lam to evaluate the $ th Fibonacci number.
rbtree We form a red-black tree containing
distinct natural numbers chosen
randomly. The implementation of red-black trees is largely adopted from (Okasaki
1998).

 TS ÄUõ
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We use the format
in Figure 11 to indicate that it takes
( ) seconds to run
U
the experiment without (with) tag check elimination and is
less than . Garbage
collection time is excluded when SML/NJ is used and included otherwise.
Tag check elimination leads to virtually no gain in the case of last, nth and zip when
the OCAML native compiler is used. This is not surprising since what is eliminated is
simply a conditional test and no memory instruction is involved. On the other hand, the
significant gains in these cases when the SML/NJ compiler is used seem to indicate that
tag check elimination may have interacted with other compiler optimizations such as loop
unrolling.
Though the gains are marginal at best in some of the presented cases, we feel that
tag check elimination is justified as (a) the main machinery for tag check elimination is
already set up during type-checking, (b) tag check elimination always removes dead code
and thus leads to more efficient code that is of smaller size, and (c) tag check elimination
becomes necessary if we intend to build a certifying compiler that can certify that no
match failure can result from the code generated from a set of exhaustive pattern matching
clauses. Note that (b) is a strong point as it clearly separates tag check elimination from
various heuristic compiler optimizations that make some programs run faster but slow
others down.

6 Related Work
A study on pattern matching compilation in ML can be found in (MacQueen and Baudinet
1985), where heuristics are presented for arranging tag checks so as to minimize the size
of generated test trees. Also pattern matching compilation for lazy evaluation is studied
in (Augustsson 1985; Laville 1988; Puel and Suárez 1993). Clearly, we can always use
the methods presented in these studies to generate a test tree and then further prune the
test tree with the method given in Section 4.
Pattern matching with dependent types in Martin-Löf’s type theory (Nordström, Petersson, and Smith 1990) is studied in (Coquand 1992). There, some sufficient conditions are presented to ensure the correctness of a function definition given through pattern
matching. In this respect, the work is casually related to ours.

N ä

A type-preserving interpreter for a language like O is presented in (Augustsson
and Carlsson 1999), The implementation, to which our implementation in DML bears
certain similarity, is written in Cayenne, a functional programming language that extends
Haskell with dependent types (Augustsson 1998). The implementation is reported to be
considerably faster than a corresponding one in Haskell.

Dependent datatypes are most closely related to indexed types developed in the context
of lazy functional programming (Zenger 1998) (an earlier version can be found in (Zenger
1997)), and a brief comparison between indexed types and the dependent types in DML is
given in (Xi and Pfenning 1999). Also, the use of dependent types in array bound check
elimination is studied in (Xi and Pfenning 1998).

7 Conclusion
The primary motivation for the introduction of dependent datatypes is to allow the programmer to express more program properties through types and thus capture more program errors at compile-time.
In DML, nondeterministic pattern matching is assumed in static semantics while sequential pattern matching is adopted in dynamic semantics. This gap makes the typing
rules for pattern matching in DML too conservative as is demonstrated in many examples.
We have presented and implemented an approach that can bridge the gap by resolving the
sequentiality in pattern matching. We have also proven the optimality of this approach
according to a reasonable criterion.
In (Xi and Pfenning 1998), it is demonstrated that run-time array bound checking in
realistic programs can be effectively eliminated with the use of dependent types. In this
paper, the application of dependent types in DML to compiler optimization is further
demonstrated as it is shown with experimental results that dependent types can also help
eliminate run-time tag checking.
In general, we are interested in the use of formal methods in language design and
implementation that can lead to not only more robust but also more efficient programs.
The use of a restricted form of dependent types in DML has exhibited some promising
results in this direction.
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